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During September this year VESS encouraged people of Vanuatu to
participate in the Ocean Conservancy’s International Coastal Cleanup (ICC).
In this, the 32nd year of the ICC, VESS again joined in the global effort to
rid our oceans of debris. Following on from hosting events in Vanuatu in the
last 2 years, this year VESS asked communities, organisations and businesses
to take the ICC a step further and organize their own clean ups in their own
areas to remove rubbish from our seas beaches and waterways.
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Background

Marine Debris and what it is
doing to our environment
It is well know that marine debris is having
serious negative effects on marine life.
Many scientific studies have been
performed to try to quantify the amount of
rubbish entering our seas and the impact it
is making on aquatic organisms.
It has been estimated that there are 5.25
trillion pieces of plastic floating in the
oceans now and that 8 million tonnes of
plastics are entering the seas every year.
This year a new “pacific garbage patch” was
discovered in the South Pacific.
Larger pieces of plastics can smother coral
and seagrass as well as entangle marine
animals such as whales and turtles. At least
690 different marine species have been
impacted by and 200 different species of
marine animals have been entangled in
marine debris.
Plastic can be mistaken for food. 52% of all
sea turtles and 90% of all seabirds
examined in recent studies had eaten
plastic. Smaller pieces of plastic, know as
micro-plastics are the same size of plankton
and can be ingested by a large number of
organisms. It is not know what health
implications there are to eating plastic, nor
what impact there will be on people eating
seafood that contains plastic. Plastics can
also accumulate toxins on their surface and
these can then be passed onto any animal
that ingests the plastic.

What is the ICC?

For decades, volunteers with Ocean
Conservancy’s International Coastal Cleanup
have removed millions of kilograms of
rubbish from our oceans, beaches and
waterways every year in September. They
not only pick up rubbish, they count every
item as well. The resulting item-by-item,
location-by-location Ocean Trash Index
provides the only global snapshot of the
ocean trash littering the world’s coasts and
waterways. Vanuatu has taken part for the
last 3 years.
This event was part of VESS’s outreach programme
for environmental awareness and was funded by the
Critical Ecosystem Partnership Fund
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Who took part

The cleanup and data collection was completed entirely by volunteers. 213 people in all collected rubbish.
The Department of Environmental Protection and Conservation organised a cleanup day for the
government departments at Independence Park. 101 government employees did a fantastic job of
collecting rubbish from different areas around Port Vila. There were teams from DEPC, Forestry, Customs
and Inland Revenue, Tourism, the Port Vila Municipality and the Vanuatu Police (including the Police
Commissioner). Members of the community from Tababae and Namburu, The National Bank of Vanuatu
and Vanuatu Cricket also participated in this event.
A group of 39 people from Oxfam, Care International, GIZ, 350Vanautu, Pango Village Community, Pango
CCDC and Live and Learn got together and did a cleanup in Pango.
Erakor Village Community did two days of clean up along the first and second lagoons with 39 people on
the first day and 29 people taking part on day 2.
The 5 VESS employees cleaned up a drainage ditch leading to the sea in Nambatu and 3 staff members
from Breadfruit Apartments clean up along Captain Cook Avenue. There were also cleanups done along
Devil’s Point by Rhonda McCreanor and her family and on Mele beach by Michelle Conan.
8 divers from Big Blue Dive shop completed a Dive Against Debris to cleanup marine debris from Port Vila
Harbour.
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The data

The ICC is not just a cleanup, it is also a survey of litter. This citizen science project gives
valuable information and data about the amount of rubbish entering our seas. These items
were recorded from the land cleanup:
Cigarette Butts
Food Wrappers (candy, chips, etc.)
Take Out/Away Containers (Plastic)
Take Out/Away Containers (Foam)
Bottle Caps (Plastic)
Bottle Caps (Metal)
Lids (Plastic)
Straws, Stirrers
Forks, Knives, Spoons
Beverage Bottles (Plastic)
Beverage Bottles (Glass)
Beverage Cans
Grocery Bags (Plastic)
Other Plastic Bags
Paper Bags
Cups, Plates (Paper)
Cups, Plates (Plastic)
Cups, Plates (Foam)
Fishing Buoys, Pots & Traps
Fishing Net & Pieces
Fishing Line (1 yard/meter = 1 piece)
Rope (1 yard/meter = 1 piece)

1,954
3,016
736
641
1,007
625
901
805
495
2,094
912
2,587
2,054
2,398
918
457
742
689
89
71
69
177

Rope (1 yard/meter = 1 piece)
6-Pack Holders
Other Plastic/Foam Packaging
Other Plastic Bottles (oil,bleach,etc.)
Strapping Bands
Tobacco Packaging/Wrap
Appliances (eg. fridges, washers)
Balloons
Cigar Tips
Cigarette Lighters
Construction Materials
Fireworks
Tires
Toys
Condoms
Diapers
Syringes
Tampons/Tampon Applicators
Foam Pieces
Glass Pieces
Plastic Pieces
Total Items Collected

177
158
4,414
1,023
124
164
61
161
329
233
234
32
58
0
289
344
25
64
645
999
2,307
35,101

These items were recorded from the underwater cleanup:
Bags-grocery/retail (plastic)
Plastic Bottles: 2 Litres Or More
Plastic Bottles: Less Than 2 Litres
Plastic Cups, Plates, Forks, Knives, Spoons
Fishing: Line
Food Wrappers (plastic)
Gloves (latex)
Pipes (plastic-PVC)
Plastic Fragments
Strapping Bands (plastic)
Rope (plastic/nylon)
Glass & Ceramic Fragments
Beverage Bottles (glass)
Batteries: AA, AAA, C & D, 6V, 9V, Etc.
Beverage Cans (aluminum)
Cans: Food/juice, Other (tin)
Cups & Plates-tableware/dishes (metal)
Pipes & Rebar
Wire, Wire Mesh & Barbed Wire
Metal Fragments
Inner-tubes & Rubber Sheets
Wood Fragments
Bags (burlap)

7
1
10
8
11
7
2
7
143
3
5
139
148
1
75
5
1
7
5
10
1
7
3

Rope And String (cloth)
Cloth Fragments
Paper, Cardboard Fragments
rubber boots
CDs
sellotape
light switches
shower gel bottle
cable tie
plastic reel
hair ties
pieces of silt curtain
clothes
playing cards
printer cartridge
roofing iron sheets
grinding discs - metal
tape measure metal
pieces of fiberglass
wooden door stop
sunglasses - plastic
wallet - cloth

3
8
12
2
1
2
2
1
1
1
2
4
5
1
1
1
2
1
20
1
1
1
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Results and Analysis

Summary of land collection

205 people took part and collected 274 bags
of rubbish weighing over 700Kg from 50km
of coastline, waterways and streets in and
around Port Vila.

Summary of underwater collection

8 divers took part and collected 218Kg or
rubbish from 1370 Sq meters of seabed in Port
Vila Harbour.

Results by material type On Land

The vast majority of the debris was plastics,
with plastics and foam making up nearly three
quarters of the rubbish collected.

Results by material type underwater
There was less plastic collected and more glass
bottles and aluminum cans. This is likely to be
because plastic doesn’t sink and can float away
or be suspended in the water column.

The 10 most commonly found items on
land:

The 10 most commonly found items
underwater:

Plastic bags, all types (4,452)
Plastic/Foam Packaging (4414)
Food Wrappers (3016)
Beverage Cans (2587)
Plastic Pieces (2307)
Plastic Beverage Bottles (2094)
Cigarette Butts (1954)
Other Plastic Bottles (1023)
Plastic Bottle Caps (1007)
Glass Pieces (999)

Glass bottles (148)
Plastic pieces (143)
Glass Pieces (139)
Beverage Cans (75)
Pieces of fiberglass (20)
Cardboard pieces (12)
Fishing Line (11)
Plastic bottles (11)
Metal Fragments (10)
Plastic plates and cutlery (8)
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Results and Analysis

Nearly four and a half THOUSAND plastic bags and over two
THOUSAND plastic drinks bottles were picked up during the cleanups.
The cleanups only covered small areas of Port Vila and surrounds. One
can only assume that there are THOUSANDS more plastic bags and
bottles littering our streets.
Similar items were found on land and in the sea and almost half the debris on land and the majority
of the debris in the water was food and drink packaging. The fragments of plastic, glass and metal
were not included in this calculation, as their origin was not recorded on the datasheets. It is likely
that many of these items were also related to food and drink. Plastic bags were not included as food
and drink related as it can’t be determined what they were carrying but again it is likely that a lot
of these were used to carry food and drink. Much of the litter in the streets appears to be from
people carelessly throwing away packaging as they eat or drink in the streets. It also appears that
the rubbish entering our seas are also from careless disposal of litter, probably being washed down
drains or being blown into the sea from the land.

On land cleanup

Conclusion

Underwater cleanup

Whilst everybody who participated in this year’s International Coastal Cleanup did a great job,
cleaning up litter on the streets every now and again is not the answer to the problem of
littering and marine debris. What happens to all those plastic bags and bottles on every other
day of the year? Much of it will end up in our oceans. The solution is to use less
single-use-plastics and for everyone to change their behaviour to stop the plastic pollution of
our land and sea environments. We are very much looking forward to seeing how the Vanuatu
Government’s announced ban on single-use-plastics will affect the results of our International
Coastal Cleanup litter survey next year. We are hopeful that the amount of plastics will be
significantly reduced. But there is no need to wait for the ban. Everyone and anyone can make
simple changes to reduce their plastic use right now.

Thank you to everyone who took part this year!
This report was complied by Christina Shaw in October 2017 for the Vanuatu Environmental Science Society.
Website: https://www.vanuatuconservation.org. Email: vess@vanuatuconservation.org

